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Abstract

Theories of self-regulation describe motivation as a dynamic process of goal choice and goal striving. To facilitate those processes, individuals learn about themselves and their environment, which is an internal dynamic process. However, the precise nature of the relationship between these learning and motivational processes is not well specified. This article integrates formal models of learning, goal choice, and goal striving using a single information processing structure found in self-regulatory models of motivation. Results from two published studies (DeShon & Rench, 2009; Schmidt & DeShon, 2007) validate the model. In both cases, the integrated model accounts for findings that previous theories of self-regulation could not explain. Discussion focuses on additional tests to validate the model and on the value of incorporating formal models from the cognitive, learning, and motivational literatures to account for behavior in complex settings and over time.

Introduction

Behavior is inherently complex and dynamic (Atkinson & Birch, 1970). One reason for this complexity is that organisms act to seek or maintain numerous goals based on changing internal and external conditions (Austin & Vancouver, 1996). Humans can also think about the possible consequences – good and bad – of their actions and the likelihood those consequences will materialize using their understanding of the environment and themselves (Krantz & Kunreuther, 2007). These capacities, their operation (i.e., their dynamics), and their development are especially important when considering motivation and behavior in work settings (Kanfer, 2012; Mitchell & James, 2001). Perhaps not surprisingly, developing a firm understanding of the mechanisms involved in these processes is a challenge. Moreover, several scholars are concerned that path models describing the relationships among variables and the verbal explanations accompanying these models are insufficient for explicating and communicating theories of human behavior (Busemeyer & Diederich, 2010; DeShon, 2012; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2010; Sun, 2008; Vancouver, 2012). To address this concern, these scholars suggest using formal theories because they can provide a more precise, transparent, and internally consistent approach to theorizing. In particular, computational models of subsystem processes are a particularly appropriate type of formal theorizing because they can be simulated and provide predictions of behavior over time (Adner, Polos, Ryall, & Sorenson, 2006).

Toward that end, Vancouver, Weinhardt, and Schmidt (2010) recently presented a computational model of multiple-goal pursuit that describes processes for thinking and acting over time. In this model, they integrated theories of goal choice and goal striving, which tend to be considered in separate, middle-range theories [Klein, Austin, & Cooper, 2008]. Moreover, the model was dynamic, predicting how individuals respond to changes in the environment brought on by their own actions as well as outside forces. The multiple-goal pursuit model (MGPM; Vancouver et al., 2010) represents an instantiation of a larger formal theory of self-regulation presented by Vancouver (2008). That theory, which borrows heavily from control theory perspectives of human behavior (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 1998; DeShon & Gillespie, 2005; Ford, 1992; Lord & Levy, 1994; Powers, 1978), describes mechanisms alleged to represent action, thinking, feeling, and learning processes. One of the more remarkable elements of the theory is that the basic mechanism for all these processes is the same. Specifically, at the core of control theory is a weighted difference function driving a negative feedback loop that arcs through the environment. This weighted difference function represents a self-regulatory agent, which is a very simple subsystem of the human system (Vancouver, 2005). Via this conceptualization, the complexity of human behavior arises from a combination of environmental dynamics and, more importantly, the organization of multiple agents within individuals.
At this time, much scholarly work is needed to conceptualize and verify the specific nature and organizations of agents that might account for the variety of phenomena representing human behavior. By developing a working simulation of goal choice and goal striving, the MGPM represents an example of that kind of scholarly work. However, that model was limited to the dynamics of the environment and information (i.e., signals) flowing through the individual. It did not address dynamic processes that might occur within the individual (e.g., processes that change what or how individuals process signals). Such mechanisms would lead to the relatively permanent change in individuals commonly referred to as learning (Weiss, 1990).

Although applied psychologists often consider learning the province of training and development, learning theories have also long been of central interest to organizational behavior and motivation researchers (Pinder, 2008). Indeed, learning is an important process in human functioning that supports goal striving, goal choice, and other self-regulatory processes (Sitzmann & Ely, 2011). For instance, expectancy and social cognition theories (e.g., Bandura, 1986; Porter & Lawler, 1968; Vroom, 1964) assume much of the variance in motivation is based on learned beliefs about environmental contingencies, properties of the self (e.g., beliefs about capacity), and experience with outcomes. However, the bulk of the research on learning within organizational science does not address the sub-system processes that lead to learning, focusing instead on a higher-level analysis. For example, research has shown that error management training increases learning (Keith & Frese, 2005). Yet, as Keith and Frese note, the specific processes on which error management training capitalizes are less well known. Here we offer an account of the subsystem processes that lead to learning and intra-individual change.

Of course, formal models of learning mechanisms are common in cognitive psychology (Young & Wasserman, 2005) and some have appeared in organization science (Gibson, Fichman, & Plaut, 1997; March, 1996). We incorporate some of that knowledge here. Integrating these mechanisms with modern conceptualizations of goal choice and goal striving provide a more comprehensive theory of motivation and self-regulation. Specifically, we want to explain how an individual develops understandings of themselves and the environment that are useful for self-regulation. For example, individuals might create beliefs of the effectiveness of actions (i.e., expectancies; self-efficacy) or future conditions, like when professors learn to anticipate the kinds of questions they might receive on a set of material presented to a class or the reviews they might get on a journal article and use those anticipated events to adjust their presentations or articles. A better understanding and integration of these dynamic processes is likely to facilitate the development of interventions targeted at improving self-regulation (Boekaerts, Maes, & Karoly, 2005; Vancouver & Day, 2005). Moreover, if the learning subsystem is consistent with the goal-choice and goal-striving subsystems, then the representation of self-regulation will be conceptually parsimonious as well comprehensive (Vancouver, 2008).

Toward these ends, the goals of the current project are fourfold. First, we seek to add understanding of individual change to the MGPM, which at this time only includes behavior and environment change. Second, we use that understanding to account for how individuals might handle uncertainty in the environment as well as learn helpful information about oneself that might be useful for planning and making decisions. Third, we seek to maintain parsimony by using the same core concept (i.e., the self-regulatory agent) used in the MGPM. Finally, we accomplish the above formally by using a computational representation of self-regulation. In the following sections, we review the core concept in our approach and how it is used in the MGPM. We then review learning concepts and some formal modeling concepts found in the cognitive literature. Next, we explain how learning might support multiple goal pursuit, incorporating the learning agents into the MGPM. Finally, we assess the validity of the resulting model by assessing its ability to account for the phenomena it purports to explain.

A computational theory of self-regulation

In recent years, there has emerged an increasing desire to develop a comprehensive, integrative theory of human work motivation and behavior (Locke & Latham, 2004; Pinder, 2008; Steel & König, 2006). Toward that end, self-regulation theories have shown promise (Diefendorff & Chandler, 2011; Lord, Diefendorff, Schmidt, & Hall, 2010). Self-regulation theories highlight the agentic, goal-directed, quality of behavior (Bandura, 1997; Vancouver & Day, 2005). A central construct in self-regulation theories are goals, which are internally represented desired states (Austin & Vancouver, 1996), and a central process in these theories is discrepancy reduction (Vancouver, 2005). In particular, the individual maintains or achieves goals by perceiving the states of variables and acting on discrepancies between the perceived states and the desired states (i.e., goal). The actions affect the states of interest, moving them toward the goals and thereby reducing the discrepancies. Because the actions partially determine the states of the variables and perceived states partially determine the actions, the process reflects a feedback loop. Moreover, because discrepancies signal actions that reduce the discrepancies, the sign of the loop is negative. When operating properly, a negative feedback loop keeps “regular” or “controls” the variable’s perceived state much like a cruise control system in a car keeps regular or controls the speed of the car as perceived by the car’s speedometer (Vancouver & Day, 2005). It is this process that accounts for the self-regulation or control theory labels often used interchangeably in the literature (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 1981, 1998).

Fig. 1 represents the basic negative feedback, or discrepancy-reducing, loop. The figure makes explicit the key functions needed for self-regulation. Specifically, the input function translates signals external to the system (i.e., inputs) into a single signal used by the system. Typically, this involves translating stimuli (s) indicating the state of some variable (v) into a perception (p) of that state. The perception is then available to other functions in the system. Mathematically, we represent the input function as a product of two vectors: a vector of inputs and a vector of weights for the inputs. Multiplying the two vectors gives a scalar (i.e., single) value much like a regression equation gives a single prediction based on a set of weighted inputs. Typically, in self-regulation models, the inputs are actually the outputs from other functions or nodes (Powers, 1973). We should also note that connectionist (i.e., neural network) models describe a similar arrangement, except that the input function is called a node or processing unit (Gibson et al., 1997). Given that the outputs from input functions are labeled perceptions (p) in self-regulation models, Vancouver (2008) represented the input function as follows:

\[ p = w_p, \]

1 Another central process in self-regulation theories is discrepancy production via the adoption of goals that are beyond current conditions. Some suggest that discrepancy production is a byproduct of discrepancy reduction (e.g., Scherbaum & Vancouver, 2010); whereas, others suggest that discrepancy reduction is dependent on the discrepancy production, making discrepancy production more interesting (Bandura, 1997). In this paper, we merely assume discrepancies exist. We do not address the possible processes that produce them.

2 The loop can also represent the motivation for one-time achievements, like obtaining a Ph.D., where the regularity element is less obvious and control seems to qualify the actions as opposed to the perceptions. This achievement type of context appears to have created some semantic confusion (Vancouver, 2000; Vancouver & Scherbaum, 2008).
The discrepancy value is the heart of self-regulation models of motivation. It represents tension (Lewin, 1951), which the negative feedback loop reduces via its structure (i.e., the organization and operations of the functions). The exact nature of the comparator function can vary depending on the nature of the goal (e.g., maximum, minimum, or optimal; Edwards, 1992) or requirements of the theorizing. For example, neural network models often use a sigmoid to represent this threshold function (Thomas & McClelland, 2008). They also use optimal goals, where error on either side of the standard motivates change. A simpler representation is a conditional difference function, where only positive differences (\(d > 0\)) are forwarded; negative differences (\(d < 0\)) are truncated to a null signal (0). The conditional represents the idea that only perceptions below the desired state motivate action (i.e., a maximal goal). A conditional that represents a minimal goal is one where only perceptions above the desired state (e.g., noise levels above a threshold) motivate action. To keep it general, we use \(f(p^* - p)\) to represent some function, \(f\), that uses the inputs (i.e., desired and actual perception) within the parenthetical in the function; however, we include the negative operator to make explicit that the function takes a difference between these two inputs. The specific functions used in the comparators in the subsequent models described here are provided in the appendices.\(^4\)

Once a discrepancy is detected (or not), its degree of importance needs to be addressed. This is accomplished by the output function (see Fig. 1). The output function uses a weight (i.e., multiplier) called gain (\(k\)) to augment or dampen the discrepancy (\(d\)) signal from the comparator to create its output (\(o\)). This is the weighted difference function at the core of control theory (Vancouver, 2005). In psychological terms, the gain is often thought of as an importance weight (e.g., Hyland, 1988; Schmidt & DeShon, 2007), but it also determines whether or when discrepancies are passed on as outputs (e.g., Vancouver, Putka, & Scherbaum, 2005). Depending on the nature of the action (i.e., discrete or continuous), the output function might also categorize the weighted discrepancy signal (e.g., 0 or 1). For example, the advisor may or may not think that carrying a full load is critical for students, which determines whether the advisor mentions a small discrepancy arising from only four of the desired five-course load in an advisee’s schedule.

The output \(o\) from the output function represents a set of actions by the individual on variable \(v\). An important aspect of the feedback loop’s focal variable is that it is dynamic, which means that it retains its value over time (Powers, 1978). For example, adding a course to a schedule increments that schedule by one course (e.g., from four to five). Because dynamic variables involve change from one state to another, they need to have an initial value \(v_0\). We used a black dot to connect the initial value to the variable (see Fig. 1). In addition, to indicate a variable is dynamic, we use an oval to encase it.

One way to represent dynamic variables mathematically is in terms of change (\(A\)), where the domain of the equation includes the factors that change the variable. In particular, when depicting negative feedback loops, one can dichotomize the factors affecting a variable between the effects from the loop and the effects from
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\(^3\) Alternatively, coming from a neural network tradition, Gibson et al. (1997) described the same function in terms of the output from a node using the following notation: \(o_i = \sum w_{ij}o_j + b_i\), where the \(i\) subscript refers to the focal node and the \(j\) subscript refers to the nodes whose outputs provide input to the focal node. Note that this function represents summing across potential output signals from multiple \(j\) units, where there is only one \(i\) (although this \(i\) unit could become just another \(j\) unit for another node). Moreover, the use of the summation symbol and the subscripts represent an alternative way to describe the multiplication of two vectors, making the two functions equivalent. Other connectionist (i.e., neural network) modelers use a instead of output because the signals are referred to as activation levels (e.g., Thomas & McClelland, 2008). This later notation shows up later in this paper.

\(^4\) All the models described here can be downloaded from the first author’s website (http://www.ohioupsychology.com/Research-Lab-Index.html?lab=22). They were rendered in Vensim\(^8\), a system dynamics modeling platform. One can simulate them in Vensim\(^\text{PLE}\), which is a free version of Vensim for educational or personal use that can be downloaded at (www.vensim.com). The Vensim\(^\text{PLE}\) software can also be used for examining the specific equations used and for replicating the sensitivity analysis and experiments described here. The Vensim web site provides help and links for help on using the software and modeling more generally. Dr. Vancouver also has a web site devoted to supporting the understanding and use of computational modeling (https://sites.google.com/site/motivationmodeling/home). This site includes a tutorial based on a Vancouver and Weinhardt (2012) paper in Organizational Research Methods.
outside the loop, called disturbances (\(D\)). Disturbances might advance a variable to the desired state (e.g., the student adds courses on their own) or move it away from the desired state (e.g., a course is dropped by the college because of insufficient enrollments). Such effects can be complex and at varying rates. At this point, we represent them generally with the symbol \(D\). On the other hand, we more explicitly represent the rate \((r)\) of the effects of output \((o)\) from the feedback loop as a weight that qualifies the output \((e.g., ro)\); thus,

\[
\Delta v = ro + D
\]  

(2)

For example, the rate \(r\) might represent the speed at which a class picks up the material presented by the instructor given some level of instruction, which is the instructor's output \(o\). Positive disturbances might occur as a result of help from a tutor for the students, but negative disturbances could include students forgetting previously learned material.

Note that output \((o)\) is somewhat a function of the state of the variable (i.e., output is a function of discrepancy, discrepancy is a function of perception, and perception is a function of the state of the variable). Thus, the variable's state \((s)\) is somewhat a function of itself, which is the definition of a feedback loop. Also, provided disturbances are not overwhelming, and both gain and rate are non-zero and positive, the actions from the loop will eventually bring (or maintain) the state of the variable to (or at) the desired state \((p')\) as perceived \((p)\); at which point the comparator function will be zero and thus cease action on the variable. That is, the above equations represent a discrepancy-reducing system.

The agent in the negative-feedback loop

When psychological theories that use the concepts depicted in Fig. 1 were introduced (Miller, Galanter, & Pribram, 1960; Powers, Clark, & McFarland, 1960), the theoreticians recognized that a single loop or subsystem could not account for much. Thus, these original theorists described hierarchies of subsystems. These subsystems often only include the three boxed functions shown in Fig. 1 (i.e., the input, comparator, and output functions), not necessarily the entire loop. To facilitate description of the theory, Vancouver (2008) suggested calling the combination of the three functions in the loop a self-regulatory agent (see the grayed rectangle in Fig. 1) because the structure represents an entity that pursues, via an output signal, its purpose of getting the variable state, as perceived, to the desired state.

Typically, theorists describe the multiple agents in terms of an action or perceptual hierarchy (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 1998; Powers, 1973). Specifically, the perceptual hierarchy label highlights the notion that the perceptions created from lower-level input functions feed into higher-level input functions. For example, the perception of an accepted paper somewhat determines the perceptions of a reputation. This conceptualization is also consistent with the multilayered notion of neural networks (Thomas & McClelland, 2008). The action hierarchy description focuses on the output side, where outputs from higher-level agents determine the desired perceptions (i.e., goals) or gains for other agents. For example, the completion and acceptance of high quality papers are the means to improving reputation. At the lowest level of the action hierarchy, the output signals determine muscle tensions, which transduce neural signals into action on the environment (Austin & Vancouver, 1996; Lord & Levy, 1994; Miller, 1978). For example, the words one wants to use to communicate about a study are translated into words on a document via parallel and sequential muscle tensions in the professor's fingers hovering over a keyboard.

Another important issue is that the variables monitored and acted upon need not be in the person's environment; they can also be variables within the person (e.g., glucose levels, affect levels). That is, a variable is considered external to the agent (i.e., subsystem), but not necessary to the larger system in which the agent is embedded. For example, the professor may feel the need to eat while typing up her next article.

Given the comprehensive nature of theories based on the negative feedback loop (Lord & Levy, 1994; Vancouver, 2005), sub-disciplines within psychology and related fields have often only focused on certain types of agents. For example, much of the original work on control subsystem agents focused on physiological control systems (Cannon, 1932). Since then, the largest amount of work has been on motor control (Jagacinski & Flach, 2003). Other work has focused on the perceptual side of the theory (e.g., Grush, 2004).

Perhaps of most interest to applied psychologists, negative feedback processing systems have been implicated in many higher-order cognitive and social processes (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 1998; Cropanzano, James, & Citera, 1993; Klein, 1989; Lord & Levy, 1994). However, most of this later work has been informal. That is, theoreticians have used natural language, not mathematics, to describe the theory. Moreover, after a recent review of self-regulation theories, DeShon and Rench (2009) claimed that no self-regulation theory was up to the task of explaining important aspects of goal-pursuit behavior. In particular, self-regulation theories tend to be vague regarding processes for handling “multiple, potentially conflicting, goals that are pursued in dynamic environments that require flexibility and robustness” (p. 218). In addition, there is controversy surrounding descriptions of (a) the perceptions individuals attempt to control, (b) the connections or organization among the agents, and (c) the development process (i.e., how agents evolve and develop connections) (e.g., Bandura & Locke, 2003; Vancouver, 2005). DeShon and Rench (2009) also noted that due to the complexity and dynamics involved, the field would benefit from computational models of the theorized processes (see also, Vancouver, 2012).

Modeling processes of multiple goal pursuit

Fortunately, since the DeShon and Rench (2009) review, several advances in self-regulation theory have emerged to address previously unspecified processes using a computational modeling approach (e.g., Scherbaum & Vancouver, 2010; Vancouver et al., 2010). In particular, the MGPM addressed some of these processes by going beyond the typical action hierarchy (Carver & Scheier, 1998) to a more networked structure that can account for thinking and decision-making processes like those involved in goal choice (Powers, 1973; Vancouver, 2008). Specifically, the MGPM described expectancy agents, whose output represented expectancies for reaching each task goal as a function of (a) the changing discrepancy between the current state and the goal, (b) a resource limit, like a deadline for achieving the goal, and (c) an expected lag (i.e., time to reduce a unit of discrepancy) for achieving the goal. The MGPM also included a time agent that compared the current time to the deadline for the tasks to create an output used as a threshold value by the expectancy agent and a choice agent that used outputs from task agents and expectancy agents to create and compare expected utilities to determine goal choice.

The MGPM is a general model of multiple-goal striving and choice; however, model testing involves specific protocols that require specific representations in an instantiation of the model (e.g., the disturbances used in a protocol). Relatively few rigorous protocols exist that examine multiple goal striving. An exception is a study by Schmidt and DeShon (2007), which served as a testing platform for the MGPM. In that protocol, the researchers asked participants to construct class schedules for students in two colleges over a 30 m period. The overall objective was to provide schedules
to students seeking them (i.e., get number of students needing schedules to zero in each school). Thus, each college represented a task with a goal of zero. Initially, both colleges had five students seeking schedules, but over time, more students queued up for schedules in each school via an unpredictable timetable. These additional students represented a disturbance to the variables participants were seeking to control. The primary objective of the study was to determine on which goal (i.e., which college) participants worked over time.

Given the specifics of the protocol and the self-regulatory agents needed for the multiple goal pursuit model described above, Vancouver et al. (2010) built and simulated a computational model of multiple goal pursuit. Fig. 2 presents the structure of that model; the mathematics are presented in Appendix A. The model includes the self-regulatory agents they felt were involved in determining goal pursuit across the course of the 30-min study session. This includes the agents mentioned above (task and expectancy agents for each task [i.e., school], the time agent, and the choice agent) as well as one more task agent, called the schedule agent, which was the subordinate task needed to reach the schools’ goals. The figure also shows a double line between the variables and processes within a person (i.e., top) and those occurring in the environment (i.e., bottom). The environmental variables and processes as well as the exogenous* desired states (i.e., the task goals, deadline, and completed schedule state) represent the protocol. The other exogenous variables are bolded in the figure; they represent possible individual difference variables and can be free parameters in the model. Some of these, as well as two learning agents (bolded gray rectangles), are additions to the MGPM that we described in a subsequent section.

The original MGPM (Vancouver et al., 2010) accounted for three key phenomena found by Schmidt and DeShon (2007). First, the simulated model, like most of the participants, spent at least the first half of the time working on the goal with the greatest discrepancy. Because the actions reduced the discrepancies, this meant that the model and the participants switched frequently between the two goals. The second major finding from the study was that in conditions where incentives for the two goals differed, the participants preferred to work toward the goal with the higher incentive. Likewise, when differing incentive conditions were represented in the model via Task A incentive and Task B incentive values (see Fig. 2, near bottom, left side) the model also preferred to work on the higher incentive task, provided the incentive sensitive parameter was greater than zero. The final major finding was that, for some of the participants, the preference for working on the task with the greater discrepancy reversed as the deadline approached. That is, during the latter part of the study session some individuals tended to remain working on the low discrepancy task until reaching the goal or beyond (creating a buffer of banked schedules) before switching to the other goal. The model also revealed this reversal of the role of discrepancies toward the end of the simulated session time given certain values in the model parameters. Using the
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* Exogenous variables are ones without any arrows pointing at them. Endogenous variables have arrows pointing at them.
computational model, Vancouver et al. (2010) demonstrated that the expectancy agents, who used as inputs information about the approaching deadline, the goal discrepancies, and the expected lag for creating schedules, could explain the reversal.

The MGPM not only accounted for important effects found in a study of multiple-goal pursuit (Schmidt & DeShon, 2007), but also integrated concepts from decision-making theories (e.g., subjective expected utility), economic theories (e.g., hyperbolic discounting), and motivation (e.g., control theory). It also explicitly added dynamic elements to previously conceptualized static constructs (i.e., expectancy and valence). However, there were patterns of behavior observed in Schmidt and DeShon and other studies of dynamic goal striving (e.g., DeShon & Rench, 2009; Louro, Pieters, & Zeelenberg, 2007) that the model did not address. In particular, the researchers observed that individuals exhibited goal-directed behavior toward goals already achieved. Moreover, the MGPM depicted expected lag as a direct function of actual lag (i.e., the actual time it takes to reduce a unit of discrepancy). Yet, beliefs like expected lag likely emerge from interactions with the environment. To address these issues, we added the learning agents shown in Fig. 2. We discuss these agents and learning more generally next.

Learning and learning agents

Originally the province of behaviorists (e.g., reinforcement theory), learning theories have become highly cognitive and computational (Weiss, 1990). For example, neural network models have become a mainstay for both cognitive psychology and for computational modelers (Young & Wasserman, 2005). Among the various formal models of learning, most can be classified as supervised or unsupervised, depending on the context. Unsupervised learning models describe how learning might occur when there is no information regarding what might be correct. It is inefficient compared to supervised learning, where there is corrective information that can be used by the learner. Importantly, supervised learning models are described in terms that are remarkably similar to the negative feedback loop described above. For example, Young and Wasserman (2005) describe supervised learning models in the following way:

“In supervised learning, the learner is modeled as producing a response, comparing that response to the one that should have been produced (this information is provided by a ‘teacher’), computing the error (the difference between the actual response and the correct response) and then altering its internal representations in order to reduce future error. The response does not have to be overt, but may be an internal mental state (e.g., the anticipation of a future stimulus configuration). Likewise, the teacher may be an instructor, the environment (e.g., the outcome of an action) or an internally generated signal from another brain system” (p. 168).

The above description is foundational for several theories of learning, including the leading animal learning model (i.e., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) and connectionist (e.g., neural network) models (e.g., Gluck & Bower, 1988; Thomas & McClelland, 2008). Of interest is that these “supervised” models do not require an external teacher, as noted in the last line of the quote. In particular, our model will assume the supervisor signal comes from the environment, but not necessarily from an instructor or employee’s supervisor (though it can). Likewise, it is interesting that the “response” is not necessarily some overt action, but it might be some anticipated perception (i.e., future stimulus configuration). These kinds of supervisor and response signals allow easy incorporation of the learning model within control theory models of self-regulated behavior.6

Consider, for example, the issue of expectancies. Most generally, expectancies are beliefs in contingencies (Lewin, 1951). Applied psychologists have used several labels to refer to expectancies that are likely useful for understanding human behavior, motivation, and decision-making, including self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977), capacity and context beliefs (Ford, 1992), outcome expectancies (Carver & Scheier, 1998), and instrumentalities (Vroom, 1964). Moreover, Austin and Vancouver (1996) noted that these kinds of beliefs are central when attempting to understand goal processes (e.g., goal choice, striving, and revision). Yet a central question might be how can one understand the processes by which these beliefs arise? Bandura (1997) and Porter and Lawler (1968) both suggest that the beliefs change as a function of experienced past performance – a finding substantiated in a recent meta-analysis (Sitzmann & Yeo, 2013) – but are unclear regarding how the change occurs. The supervised learning model would imply that one way they arise is via adjustments to a nascent expectancy belief based on a comparison of a prediction using the nascent belief with a reality, or at least a perceived reality, coming from the environment. Indeed, we use the basic supervised learning mathematical model, known as the delta-learning rule (Widrow & Hoff, 1960), to account for the formation of how individuals learn both capacity and context beliefs.

Delta-learning rule

Several forms of the delta-learning rule exist (Anderson, 1995), but we reproduce a connectionist version here from Thomas and McClelland (2008). Specifically,

\[
\Delta w_i = r(f(t_i - \eta_i) / a_i),
\]

(3)

where \( w_j \) represents a weight indicating the association between two units \( i \) and \( j \), \( \eta_i \) is the rate of learning, \( t_i \) is the target value of unit \( i \) (i.e., the supervisor signal), \( a_i \) is the current value (i.e., activation level) of unit \( i \), and \( q_j \) is the value of unit \( j \). The rule represents a process that moves, by some degree \( \eta_i \), the value of unit \( i \) toward the target value \( t_i \), given the activation level of unit \( j \), by changing the weight of unit \( j \)’s contribution to unit \( i \)’s activation. In most connectionist models of learning, the weights are dynamic variables, constituting the memory or knowledge of the system (Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2011; Thomas & McClelland, 2008).

What might also be clear from Eq. (3) is that it represents a weighted difference function like that found in control theories (Vancouver, 2005). The similarity between the delta learning rule and the control theory formulation can be readily seen by substituting the weighted discrepancy \( f(p' - p)k \) from the comparator and output functions for output \( \alpha \) in Eq. (2). The resulting equation for change to the variable is:

\[
\Delta v = rf(p' - p)k + D
\]

(4)

Note the similarity between Eqs. (3) and (4). That is, the learning rate \( \eta_i \) is a rate \( r \) that represents the effect of the agent per time step, the supervisor signal \( t_i \) serves the role of the goal or reference standard \( p' \), the current unit \( i \) value \( a_i \) is the perception \( p \) arising from the unit’s input function, and the unit \( j \) value
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6 Learning has been incorporated in control theories of human behavior since their inception (Powers et al., 1960), but the conceptualization was different. Specifically, Powers (1973): conceptualized learning as random change to functions in the network of agents based on the total error in the network. The approach taken here is local, focusing on signed change to a specific agent as a function of the sign of the error in the associated learning agent. More recently, Gibson et al. (1997) described a computational model of learning using a more local, neural network conceptualization with some reference to control theory concepts, but the reference was oblique and the learning component more complex than the one we describe here.
is the controlled variable (\(a_t\)) is the gain (\(k\)) for the agent. That is, the equations are equivalent except for the lack of a disturbance term and the general function (\(f\)) symbol. The function symbol is unnecessary because the simple difference function is sufficient (i.e., it is an optimizing system agent) and because nothing else should be disturbing the weight, \(D\) is unnecessary.\(^7\) Thus, the delta-learning rule represents a specific type of self-regulatory agent; one we call a learning agent. To complete the analogy between the delta-learning rule and a self-regulatory agent, one only needs to understand that the weight (\(w_0\)) is the controlled variable (\(v\)) for learning agents.

Using the delta rule and its generalization, known as the back propagation algorithm, researchers in cognitive science have modeled a wide variety of psychological phenomena ranging from classical conditioning (Schmajuk & DiCarlo, 1991), memory (Vogel, 2005), human categorization (Kruschke, 1992), and human personality (Read et al., 2010), to name a few. Indeed, these approaches have increased our understanding of adaptive behavior in humans. However, they mostly provide formal explanations for low-level cognitive phenomena (e.g., word recognition), often using large numbers of very basic components (i.e., artificial neurons). The application of such modeling to higher-order cognitive is less common (see March, 1996, and Gibson et al., 1997, for exceptions), but potentially relevant to a wide range of higher-level phenomena like self-regulation. We aim to alleviate this deficit with our proposed approach.

Applications of the learning agent

To get a better handle on the nature of learning agents, and how they interact with other self-regulatory agents, illustrations are useful. These illustrations also allow us to assess the validity of the model. Here, we describe applications of learning agents to the development of capacity and context beliefs (Ford, 1992) within the MGPM. Specifically, we model the mechanism for learning the efficiency (i.e., change over time) of one’s actions on a variable of interest (i.e., a capacity belief), though it could be more generally used to form a belief about the time it takes something to occur (e.g., the completion of a paper for submission to a journal). We also describe how one might develop and use information about lag (e.g., word recognition), often using large numbers of very basic components (i.e., artificial neurons). The application of such modeling to higher-order cognitive is less common (see March, 1996, and Gibson et al., 1997, for exceptions), but potentially relevant to a wide range of higher-level phenomena like self-regulation. We aim to alleviate this deficit with our proposed approach.

Learning the efficiency of one’s actions

The first application involves a process that would represent the development of the belief about how long it takes to accomplish aspects of the task, which Vancouver et al. (2010) termed expected lag. This belief can subsequently determine self-efficacy (Bandura, 1987) or expectancy beliefs (Vroom, 1964). In particular, lag, which is one over rate (i.e., \(1/r\)), is likely a common internal metric for representing associations (e.g., the efficiency of ones’ actions on the environment). In Fig. 2, expected lag is located slightly above and to the left of the center of the figure. It is a dynamic variable (i.e., retains its value over time), so we enclosed the label in an oval. In the MGPM, expected lag and each task agent’s discrepancy feed into the respective task agent’s expectancy agent to create a perception of the time needed to reach each goal (see the arrows pointing at the expectancy input functions). That is, expected lag is a weight (\(w\)) modifying the task discrepancy to create the perception the expectancy agent uses. However, unlike Eq. (1), where weights qualify a lower-level agent’s perceptions of stimuli (\(p_s\)), the weight qualifies a discrepancy from another agent.\(^8\) In this way, expected lag scales the discrepancy into time units so that the perception within the expectancy agent is a representation of the time one believes is needed to reduce the discrepancy (i.e., reach the goal). For example, if there are currently five students seeking schedules, and the person expects that each schedule will take 2 min to complete, then the expected time to complete the outstanding schedules will be 10 min.

In the original instantiation of the MGPM, expected lag was a direct function of actual lag (i.e., the length of time it took an individual to complete a schedule and thus decrement the queue of students by one), plus a bias parameter to reflect individual differences in calibration between the actual lag and the belief the individual had for lag. Yet, the process by which such a belief arises within the individual may be important not only for understanding how humans adapt to their environment, but also the possible sources of bias in such beliefs.

To understand how an expected lag belief might be developed, consider our mapping of the delta-learning rule (i.e., Eq. (3)) to the negative feedback loop (i.e., Eq. (4)). To facilitate this mapping, Table 1 provides the names of the functions and variables used by the learning agent, the symbols from Eqs. (3) and (4), a description of the meaning of the functions and variables, and an example. To begin, expected lag is the variable (\(v\)) of a negative feedback loop (see Fig. 1) and is the dynamic variable for a learning agent (see Fig. 2). Thus, expected lag changes based on lag output times the learning rate. The lag output is a function of (a) learning gain and (b) the discrepancy between the perception arising from the lag input and the supervisor signal calculated in the lag comparator. Learning gain is zero until there is a signal indicating the presence of a supervisor signal, which in this case is when the discrepancy in the scheduling agent’s comparator drops to zero. The supervisor signal is a potentially biased perception of lag. In this particular case, where we are modeling the Schmidt and DeShon (2007) paradigm, the perception of lag arises from tracking the time to complete a schedule. It involves short-term memory to track the passage of time. Bias could then arise due to decay in short-term memory, a common element in theories and models of short-term memory (e.g., Wang & Arbib, 1993). Alternatively, bias might arise from an imperfect representation of the passage of time. Here we represented bias as a weight modifying the time interval that cumulates in the perception of lag variable (see Fig. 2). Bias values greater than one mean that people perceive that time passes slowly, and as a result, they over-estimate how long it takes to complete a schedule. Bias values less than one mean that people perceive that time passes quickly, and as a result, they under-estimate how long it takes to complete a schedule. Finally, the lag input function takes expected lag and multiplies it by the discrepancy reduced during a learning event. A learning event is a meaningful decimation of action on the discrepancy. In this particular case, the event is bookended by the beginning of work on a schedule and the completion of

\(^7\) In some theories for some kinds of weights, decay is possible, and could be represented as a disturbance.

\(^8\) The use of discrepancy as an input to the expectancy agent is why the MGPM represents a networked structure as opposed to a hierarchical structure.
The second application involves learning about the occurrence of disturbances that affect a variable one is attempting to control (i.e., regulate) and using that information to adjust perceptions of where the variable stands. Specifically, in control theory models, disturbances (D) represent the collection of other sources of change on variables besides the action of the agent (see Eq. (2)). Disturbances may be regular and predictable or irregular and unpredictable (Powers, 1973). When they are unpredictable, simple control system architectures (i.e., Fig. 1) provide a simple and efficient mechanism for regulation. Indeed, a central element of Powers’ control theory model of human behavior is that individuals do not need complex understanding of the environment to survive. To demonstrate this, he used simple tracking tasks with unpredictable disturbances and found that individuals maintained desired states with aplomb (Powers, 1978).

However, more sophisticated control mechanisms include internal representations of elements of the environment to increase the efficiency of the control process. For example, reviewers for a specific journal often have a sense of how the journal’s audience will likely respond to an article they are reviewing. When engineers develop sophisticated control systems, they can create the representations of the environment that the control systems they design might use (Ioannou & Sun, 1996); however, when the control system of interest is human, the question is how such a system might self-organize its own representation of the environment. This representation could include how long it takes the control systems to affect the environment, which is the role of the learning agent that develops the expected lag. In this application, a belief about the possible effects of outside factors (i.e., disturbances like the interruptions to a professor’s time in the first week of classes) is developed.

In the lower right quadrant of Fig. 2 is an agent used to learn the degree to which disturbances affect the variable of interest (e.g., the task state). In the Schmidt and DeShon (2007) protocol, disturbances were new students queuing up for schedules. The expected disturbance reflects the effect of these new students on the predicted states of the task. As with expected lag, expected disturbance is a function of the output from the learning agent, the learning rate, and the expected disturbance’s current value, initialized via initial expected disturbance. To simplify the model, we used the learning rate from the previous learning agent.9 The learning agent’s output is a function of gain, which is a signal that the learning event (e.g., some aspect of the task) was completed, and the difference between the observed task states and the predicted task states. The observed task state, which is the supervisor signal, is a combination of the perceptions of the task states. The predicted task state is based on the memory of the task states since the beginning of the event (i.e., obtained from schedule agents’ input function) and the expected disturbances. For example, School A might have had three students and School B had two students waiting for schedules when one began to work on a schedule. This would create a memory of task states equal to five. If expected disturbances are two, then once the schedule begins is finished, the predicted task state would be six because the person expects one of the original five students now has the schedule just completed, but two more queued up while working on the schedule. If the actual total number of students waiting for schedules in the two schools was seven when the schedule was completed, the individual would adjust their expected disturbance up. Thus, via this learning agent, we suggest that expected disturbance changes to reflect the change in task state per event not attributable to one’s action.

The next issue is to represent how the existing control mechanisms use this expected disturbance to help regulate task states. The primary concern inherent in control theory logic is maintaining a variable at a desired level (Powers, 1973). Disturbances move the variable from this desired referent. Thus, if one can anticipate those disturbances, or simply their impending effects on the variable, one can potentially buffer the variable from those disturbances (Ashby, 1958). This is particularly important when an individual is engaged in multitasking because as the individual engages in one task, disturbances that increase the discrepancies between the current state and desired state on the non-focal tasks can begin accruing on other tasks. In our example of academics, they must allocate their time between writing their papers and

\[ \text{Expected lag} = \text{Learning gain} \times \text{Lag output} \]

\[ \text{Lag comparator} = \text{Perception of lag} \times \text{Gain} \]

\[ \text{Initial expected lag} = \text{Initial belief of time thought needed to reduce one unit of discrepancy} \]

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function/var.</th>
<th>Eq. (3)</th>
<th>Eq. (4)</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expected lag</td>
<td>( w_i )</td>
<td>( r_i )</td>
<td>Belief of time to reduce one unit of discrepancy</td>
<td>Expected time to produce a schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning gain</td>
<td>( a_j )</td>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>Teachable moment (i.e., end of learning event)</td>
<td>Recognize schedule completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag output</td>
<td>( t_i - a_j, a_j )</td>
<td>( (p^* - p)k )</td>
<td>Correction for belief at time of teachable moment</td>
<td>Took 2 m to complete schedule but predicted it would take 1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag comparator</td>
<td>( t_i - a_j )</td>
<td>( (p^* - p) )</td>
<td>Difference between supervisor signal and predicted lag</td>
<td>Meaningless until schedule completed because no supervisor signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception of lag</td>
<td>( t_i )</td>
<td>( p^* )</td>
<td>Time since beginning of learning event, as best remembered</td>
<td>Perception of time for learning event to occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>( n_a )</td>
<td>( n_a )</td>
<td>Bias in perception of passage of time</td>
<td>Prediction of 1 m to produce a schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lag input</td>
<td>( a_i )</td>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>Prediction of time learning event (subtask) ends</td>
<td>Belief it would take 1 m to complete schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial expected lag</td>
<td>( w_{\text{init}} )</td>
<td>( v_{\text{init}} )</td>
<td>Initial belief of time thought needed to reduce one unit of discrepancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

9 In traditional models of supervised associative learning, rates may be a function of the stimulus (Wills, 2005). Thus, one could potentially extend the model to include a distinct learning rate parameter per agent.
tasks involved with the first week of the semester. If they anticipate little opportunity to write during the first week of the semester, they may work harder on the paper the week before to meet their goal for getting the paper done.

Consistent with Vancouver’s (2008) argument that the input function determines the content of a self-regulatory agent, we also include in this function a term for anticipated disturbance. That is, anticipated disturbances could be a weighted input within the input function vector (see Vancouver, 2008). The input function weight for the anticipated disturbance is a parameter we call initial expected disturbance weight (located in about the center of the lower left quadrant of Fig. 2). Because this addition affects perceptions of the state of the variables, it affects goal discrepancies and, most importantly, it affects when the individual thinks the goal has been met (i.e., not until the task state is beyond the goal by the amount of expected disturbance). Thus, this new addition only adds two parameters: the weight by which expected disturbances are multiplied in the task input functions and the initial expected disturbance.

Validating the model

Assessing a model’s validity, like theory testing, involves several methods spanning protocols and researchers (Vancouver & Weinhardt, 2012). An initial assessment is whether the model can produce the phenomena it is purported to explain. In the present case, we combined a well-established computational model of supervised learning with a computational model of multiple-goal pursuit to provide a more comprehensive computational theory of self-regulation. The combination model should presumably account for how an individual could develop a sense of their efficiency at a subtask and the effects of disturbances on task states.

To assess the validity of a model built with this combination of elements, we simulated the model depicted in Fig. 2 (see also Appendix A or downloadable model) and compared the behavior of the model with the behavior observed in the study by Schmidt and DeShon (2007). We then conduct sensitivity analysis on the key parameters added to the MGPM. We also experimented with the model to test its capacity beyond specific protocols (Davis, Eisenhardt, & Bingham, 2007). These tests allow us to evaluate the model more generally. Finally, to cross-validate the model we created a new instantiation of the MGPM to represent a study described by DeShon and Rench (2009). In both paradigms examined, participants appeared to develop beliefs regarding the lag of actions on subtasks involved in realizing higher-level goals, as well as beliefs about disturbances to the variables the participants are attempting to control. Moreover, both studies describe phenomena that traditional self-regulation theories cannot easily explain.

Accounting for phenomena

To see if a model can account for the phenomena that it purports to explain, simulations are very useful (Davis et al., 2007). To simulate the model, one needs values for the exogenous variables. As mentioned, several of these values come from the protocol instantiated (e.g., goal levels). Others are parameters that come from data. For example, Schmidt and DeShon (2007) observed an average initial actual lag just shy of a minute (i.e., 59.38 s) that improves to just shy of 40 s by the end of the session. These values reflect the fact that participants got more efficient in producing schedules during their session. We used them to determine the initial change in rate values for the simulations. Some other parameters (e.g., incentive sensitivity; time gain) were not of interest for the current simulations and thus set to their simplest values (e.g., 1).

Table 2 lists the model parameters that required values for our simulations. As noted above, initial expected lag represents the time individuals might think it takes them to move the variable of interest one unit. We used an initial expected lag of half a minute because individuals tend to overestimate (Dunning, Heath, & Suls, 2004) until they have more experience (Mitchell, Hopper, Daniels, George-Falvy, & James, 1994). To simplify interpretations, we set bias to one, which meant there was no bias in the perception of the passage of time. For the learning rate, we used 0.04 because connectionist modelers typical find that values between 0.03 and 0.05 provide optimal fit in experimental protocols examined (Fagot, Kruschke, Depy, & Vauclair, 1998; Hutter & Legg, 2008; Kruschke, 1992). For the initial expected disturbance, we assumed participants begin with a conservative estimate of no disturbance, but use whatever expected disturbance value they developed. Therefore, we set the value for initial expected disturbance to zero and the value for expected disturbance weight to one. All these values are the default values listed in Table 2 and are the values given in Appendix A and the downloadable model.

Using the Vensim® Professional Version 5.10b, we ran a simulation of the model shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3 shows the actual (dotted line) and expected (solid black line) lag over time of a simulated individual. The trajectory shows the expected lag increased from its initial value of half a minute until it reached a reasonably accurate assessment of lag. The upward bias in the expected lag is because actual lag kept decreasing and there is, forgive us, a lag in the learning. Nonetheless, this simulation demonstrates that the model is capable of describing a method by which individuals can learn how long it takes them to complete a subtask as well as continually adjust this assessment.

The second learning agent added to the MGPM model represents how an individual might develop a sense of the disturbances affecting the task states. In the Schmidt and DeShon (2007) protocol, 36 students began or joined the queues over the 30 m of the session. These 36 students were disturbances to the task state variables. Given the rate of scheduling, based on the average initial and changing rate across all the participants found in the study, the simulated individual completed 35 schedules over 30 min. Given that a completed schedule marked the learning event, the expected frequency of disturbance per completed schedule would be 1.03, which the dashed gray line in Fig. 3 represents. Fig. 3 also shows what happens to the expected disturbance over time when it initially began at zero. In particular, because of the sporadic nature of the disturbances, expected disturbances fluctuates somewhat, but eventually converged to a value near one. This finding shows the model’s capacity to learn expected disturbances.
The simulation finished the session working on Task B. For School A until the Task A state was returned to 1. Thus, the simulation switched back to working on schedules to get schedules in School A. This returned the state of Task A to where the value of the tasks (e.g., differential incentives). Not predict which without information about the differences in which task achieved its goal when incentives for the two tasks expected lag when the learning rate was low resulted in changing the expected lag, typically very quickly. However, the exact point of the reversal or the initial expected lag, expected lag converged on the actual lag, where the learning rate was pulled randomly from a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 120 and where the learning rate was bounded between 0 and 1 (Anderson, 1995; March, 1996), made little difference except when it was zero, which resulted in no learning and thus behavior was a function of the initial values for expectancy and disturbance. Indeed, we ran 1000 simulations where initial expected lag was pulled randomly from a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 120 and where the learning rate was pulled randomly from a uniform distribution ranging from 0.01 to 1. Regardless of the learning rate or the initial expected lag, expected lag converged on the actual lag, typically very quickly. However, the exact point of the reversal changed as a function of expected lag. Because the task with the smaller discrepancy at any specific time varied, varying initial expected lag when the learning rate was low resulted in changing which task achieved its goal when incentives for the two tasks were equal. That is, the model could predict that one task might eventually get favorable treatment over another task, but it could not predict which without information about the differences in the value of the tasks (e.g., differential incentives). Also of note, a learning rate of one produced perfect and immediate learning of the lag, but it produced an unrealistically oscillating expected disturbance belief due to the instability in disturbances over time. That is, when dealing with a probabilistic or noisy set of stimuli, high learning rates create oscillating weights. Learning models have long known this (e.g., Ratcliff, 1990), which is why learning rates are usually relatively small or models have learning rates decrease over learning trials (Anderson, 1995). Sensitivity analysis

For the sensitivity analysis, we wanted to evaluate the effect of different parameter values within reasonable ranges to gage their relevance for determining model behavior and their possible role as individual difference constructs. The model produced results similar to the bias parameter in the MGPM model, which Vancouver et al. (2010) noted could account for some of the individual differences observed in the behavior of participants in the Schmidt and DeShon’s (2007) study.

Unlike the bias parameter, variations in initial expected lag and initial expected disturbance had no effect on model behavior using the default settings for the other parameters (see Table 2). In all cases, the model acquired approximately accurate beliefs by about two thirds of the way through the simulation and these beliefs did not affect behavior until beyond the halfway point. Likewise, learning rate, which is typically bounded between 0 and 1 (Anderson, 1995; March, 1996), made little difference except when it was zero, which resulted in no learning and thus behavior was a function of the initial values for expectancy and disturbance. Indeed, we ran 1000 simulations where initial expected lag was pulled randomly from a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 120 and where the learning rate was pulled randomly from a uniform distribution ranging from 0.01 to 1. Regardless of the learning rate or the initial expected lag, expected lag converged on the actual lag, typically very quickly. However, the exact point of the reversal changed as a function of expected lag. Because the task with the smaller discrepancy at any specific time varied, varying initial expected lag when the learning rate was low resulted in changing which task achieved its goal when incentives for the two tasks were equal. That is, the model could predict that one task might eventually get favorable treatment over another task, but it could not predict which without information about the differences in the value of the tasks (e.g., differential incentives).

Also of note, a learning rate of one produced perfect and immediate learning of the lag, but it produced an unrealistically oscillating expected disturbance belief due to the instability in disturbances over time. That is, when dealing with a probabilistic or noisy set of stimuli, high learning rates create oscillating weights. Learning models have long known this (e.g., Ratcliff, 1990), which is why learning rates are usually relatively small or models have learning rates decrease over learning trials (Anderson, 1995). Finally, changes in the expected disturbance weight affected the number of schedules considered sufficient before switching back to the task that the individual had neglected when

---

To provide additional confirmation of the validity of the model to account for the phenomena the model claims to explain, we also examined the goal-directed behavior of the model. In the simulation, the incentive for Task A was twice that of Task B. Fig. 4 shows the states of the two variables and the task worked on over time, which matched the behavior exhibited by many of Schmidt and DeShon’s (2007) participants in this condition. That is, both simulated and real individuals worked on both tasks initially, though with a preference for Task A unless the discrepancy for Task B became large enough to counter the incentive’s effect. However, about halfway through the work period, the preference for Task A remained until a schedule was banked (i.e., the state of the number of students in School A was –1) at around 1450 s into the simulation (see Fig. 4). At this point, the simulated individual switched back to Task B to complete a schedule. Interestingly, while that schedule was being worked on, two more students queued up to get schedules in School A. This returned the state of Task A to 1. Thus, the simulation switched back to working on schedules for School A until the Task A state was returned to –1. Finally, the simulation finished the session working on Task B.

In sum, the findings from these preliminary simulations of the MGPM confirm that the model, and particularly the learning components, produced behavior that is consistent with observations of phenomena. However, the behavior of models can be a function of the values the models choose for the parameters. Assessing the importance of those choices is the next step in model evaluation (Busemeyer & Diederich, 2010; Davis et al., 2007). This is called sensitivity analysis, which we discuss next.

**Sensitivity analysis**

For the sensitivity analysis, we wanted to evaluate the effect of different parameter values within reasonable ranges to gage their relevance for determining model behavior and their possible role as individual difference constructs. Table 2 lists the range of values assessed. For example, we assessed the effect of the bias parameter across a range from 0, representing a lower bound (i.e., perceiving time as not passing at all; learning events occur instantaneously), to 3, representing a perception of time passing many times slower than it actually passes and well beyond the level of bias one might normally expect. As predicted, bias affected expected lag. Low numbers result in short expected lags and large numbers in long expected lags. The expected lags affected the timing of the reversal effect. Specifically, an individual represented with a negative bias (i.e., low numbers) never exhibits the reversal, whereas an individual represented with a positive bias (i.e., high numbers) exhibits the reversal early in the simulation. Recall, an individual with no bias (i.e., bias = 1) exhibits the reversal about halfway through the simulation. Thus, variations in the bias parameter in our model produced results similar to the bias parameter in the MGPM model, which Vancouver et al. (2010) noted could account for some of the individual differences observed in the behavior of participants in the Schmidt and DeShon’s (2007) study.

Unlike the bias parameter, variations in initial expected lag and initial expected disturbance had no effect on model behavior using the default settings for the other parameters (see Table 2). In all cases, the model acquired approximately accurate beliefs by about two thirds of the way through the simulation and these beliefs did not affect behavior until beyond the halfway point. Likewise, learning rate, which is typically bounded between 0 and 1 (Anderson, 1995; March, 1996), made little difference except when it was zero, which resulted in no learning and thus behavior was a function of the initial values for expectancy and disturbance. Indeed, we ran 1000 simulations where initial expected lag was pulled randomly from a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 120 and where the learning rate was pulled randomly from a uniform distribution ranging from 0.01 to 1. Regardless of the learning rate or the initial expected lag, expected lag converged on the actual lag, typically very quickly. However, the exact point of the reversal changed as a function of expected lag. Because the task with the smaller discrepancy at any specific time varied, varying initial expected lag when the learning rate was low resulted in changing which task achieved its goal when incentives for the two tasks were equal. That is, the model could predict that one task might eventually get favorable treatment over another task, but it could not predict which without information about the differences in the value of the tasks (e.g., differential incentives).

Also of note, a learning rate of one produced perfect and immediate learning of the lag, but it produced an unrealistically oscillating expected disturbance belief due to the instability in disturbances over time. That is, when dealing with a probabilistic or noisy set of stimuli, high learning rates create oscillating weights. Learning models have long known this (e.g., Ratcliff, 1990), which is why learning rates are usually relatively small or models have learning rates decrease over learning trials (Anderson, 1995). Finally, changes in the expected disturbance weight affected the number of schedules considered sufficient before switching back to the task that the individual had neglected when

---

10 However, there are also cases where one-shot learning is observed, suggesting a learning rate of one (Wang & Arbib, 1993), which might be more reasonable for the expected lag learning agent.
improve the functioning of the controllers in noisy or low feedback environments add models of the environment to control systems to account for two reasons. First, in this case, there is an observable feedback as an important concept for understanding self-regulation. There is a need for people to self-regulate because they could use learned associations and perceptions of relevant aspects of the environment to make choices and engage in behavior. Stated another way, if one had an internal understanding (i.e., a mental model) of the environment, one could use that as a substitute for feedback from the environment. Interestingly, this is the main element of modern control theory (Ioannou & Sun, 1996), where engineers add models of the environment to control systems to improve the functioning of the controllers in noisy or low feedback environments.

The mechanisms described here provide a possible explanation for how humans might develop such internal understandings and use them to enhance self-regulation. To explicitly test this idea, we created a modified version of the model that not only included the learning elements described here, but also used perception from the predicted task state function (see Fig. 2) as a substitute for feedback from the environment for Task B. Running this model had no discernible effect on the behavior of the system. Fig. 5 shows why. Specifically, it shows the actual and estimated state of Task B during the simulation. Note the estimated state is based on (a) the initial state of Task B, (b) the expected disturbance learned from observing the difference between predicted and actual Task A states, and (c) the expected effect of an action on Task B. The estimated state also required a memory capacity as suggested by DeShon and Rench (2009).

The above finding indicates that a self-regulation theory can explain goal-seeking behavior without information about the current state of the regulated variable; yet, it does not obviate feedback as an important concept for understanding self-regulation for two reasons. First, in this case, there is an observable variable closely paralleling the unobservable variable available for developing a viable model of the effect of actions and disturbances—a development process based on feedback. Second, and more importantly, the internal model creates input for the agent (i.e., the estimated state of the variable), which at least partially determines the output of the agent (i.e., action), which is then used by the internal model, closing a feedback loop. The only issue is whether feedback is filtered through the environment or the model of the environment. This is a profound distinction, though not one that can be understood in terms of the presence or absence of a feedback process (cf., DeShon & Rench, 2009).

Cross-validation

Thus far, we have only described instantiating the multiple-goal pursuit with learning model using the Schmidt and DeShon (2007) paradigm. To further assess the validity of the extended model, and to further illustrate its generalizability, we cross-validated it with data from another paradigm. In particular, DeShon and Rench (2009) collected repeated-measures behavior from nine individuals attempting to manage two goals symbolizing hunger and thirst. Their task included choosing among three options in each of 200 trials: seek food, seek drink, or do nothing. During each 10-s trial, it took individuals time to reach the food or drink icons, depending on the distance of the icon from the center of the screen, which is the position of the individual at the beginning of the trial. Reaching the icon meant the food or drink was obtained and consumed, which helped quench hunger or thirst, respectively. Meanwhile, as time passed, hunger and thirst got steadily worse (i.e., were disturbed), though consuming the food or drink could more than make up for two rounds of this disturbance. Thus, if participants alternated between food and drink for each trial, they would readily quench their hunger and thirst (i.e., reach their assigned goals for these variables).

Importantly, DeShon and Rench (2009) found two effects they believed no self-regulation theory of the time could explain. In particular, and inconsistent with typical descriptions of control theories (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 1998), all but one individual let relative opportunity associated with the closeness of items sometimes trump relative deprivation when choosing which goal to pursue. That is, they strove for items that were closer even though the respective state was in better shape (i.e., had a lower discrepancy) than the state associated with the other item. For example, they might have gone for the food because it was closer than the drink even though they were thirstier than they were hungry. The second effect DeShon and Rench found was that individuals would select and strive for an item even though the state of the variable that item improved was at or above the goal level. For example, all but one individual continued to obtain food and drink even though their hunger and thirst states were above their goals (i.e., their appetites were satiated). The first issue can easily be handled by a variation on the MGPM and the second by a model that learns to use a belief of the disturbance to adjust perceptions of one’s state relative to the goal.

We begin with the variation to the MGPM that handles the opportunistic behavior observed by DeShon and Rench (2009). The functions of the model are provided in Appendix B and the model can be downloaded from the first author’s web site. Three conceptual differences distinguish this variation of the MGPM from the one presented in Fig. 2. First, the expectancies are associated with the actions needed to achieve the goals rather than the goals themselves. In particular, according to DeShon and Rench a property of the food and drink icons—that their distance from the center of the screen—determined how long it took to reach each item. We used one (1) to represent the maximum distance one could travel in a trial (i.e., from the center of the screen to a corner of the screen), assuming one traveled in a straight line. Thus, if an item

![Fig. 5. Predicted and actual Task B state.](image-url)
were near the corner of the screen, we could represent that distance as 0.9. In the DeShon and Rench paradigm, the distances differed randomly for each trial. In our simulation, we randomly drew from a uniform distribution between 0.1 and 0.9 to represent the distance for each item on each trial. The expectancy agent in the model weights this distance by the expected lag, which is a belief in the time it takes to traverse the screen. Later, we describe a model that develops this belief; however, for now we set expected lag to 10, which means the simulated individual believes it will take 10 s to traverse to the corner of the screen. When multiplied by the furthest item distance simulated, the simulated individual believes it will take 9 s to reach the item. This represents the expectancy agents’ perception.

The second difference between this model and the original MGPM is that the referent for the expectancy agents, which is a resource limit, does not come from a time agent. Instead, it is a constant reflecting the time of a trial, which was 10 s. Given these values, expectancies never drop to zero because predicted time to reach the furthest item never exceeded 10 s.

The third difference between this model and the original MGPM is that three choices are possible. The choice agent could pick doing nothing (i.e., it outputs zero, which initiates no action) if the expected utility of both choices are zero (or identical, which is unlikely). Otherwise, positive outputs mean choosing food and negative outputs mean choosing drink—choices that affect the states of hunger or thirst, respectively, because the choice results in acting to obtain and consume the food and drink, respectively.

This simple representation of the MGPM uses trial as the time step and only models the choice process (i.e., the model did not represent within-trial behavior). A simulation of the model revealed that choices were a function of the relative opportunities associated with the food and drink items on each trial, as well as the relative difference in discrepancies in the hunger and thirst agents. This is because the opportunity was reflected in the expectancy agents’ output and discrepancies in the hunger and thirst agents’ output, all of which the choice agent used in selecting an item. In this way, the model accounted for the first observation that DeShon and Rench (2009) claimed was beyond existing self-regulation models.

To this basic model, we added the learning agents depicted in Fig. 2 (see Appendix C or the downloadable model from the first author’s website) and an agent (i.e., the action agent) that acted on the discrepancy between the cursor and the chosen target (i.e., food or drink). The action agent replaced the schedule agent because traversing the computer screen, rather than creating schedules, was the action needed to achieve/maintain the higher-level goals (i.e., hunger and thirst). The expected disturbances learning agent was essentially identical to the agent represented in the first model and Fig. 2. However, the expected lag learning agent required a more sophisticated input function and memory support similar to that used for the expected disturbance-learning agent. That is, in addition to storing a perception of the time to reach the target (i.e., perception of lag), the individual would likely remember the distance traversed as well. This is because the action agent reduces discrepancies of varying degrees across trials, depending on the distance of the chosen item from the center of the screen. Thus, the discrepancy at the beginning of the action sequence was remembered and used to scale the expected lag (i.e., the input lag function within the learning agent was expected lag times memory of discrepancy), allowing expected lag to represent the belief in the time is takes to reduce a unit of discrepancy.\footnote{In the earlier model, the discrepancy reduced was always one, making this element unnecessary.}

We operationalized this new model with seconds instead of trial as its time step so it could learn the lag. We also made the rate of action a positive, nonlinear function of (a) the degree of hunger or thirst, depending on the choice of food or drink, and (b) the distance to the target while pursuing it (see Appendix C). The first factor, which affected the gain of the action agent, made the vigor of the model’s action (i.e., degree of output) a positive function of need. It is also consistent with an effect found by DeShon and Rench (2009). The second factor is a common element of psychomotor control theory models (Jagacinski & Flach, 2003; Powers, 1973). This created some variety in the rate of movement to the food or drink targets across and within trials that the expected lag learning agent did not account for.

A simulation of the full model of the DeShon and Rench (2009) paradigm showed several interesting findings. First, we found that the expected lag could be reasonably estimated and used for making opportunistic choices (i.e., targets were chosen that were relatively closer even though the states the targets improved were relatively more satiated at the time). Moreover, the model would pursue food and drink even when hunger and thirst states were beyond their goal levels. DeShon and Rench felt these two phenomena were beyond any model of self-regulation. Yet, the degree to which many of the DeShon and Rench participants exhibited the pursuit of food and drink beyond the goal level was substantially larger than our model exhibited using the parameter ranges described in Table 2. On the other hand, we could get to that level of pursuit if we set the expected disturbance weight to around 20, indicating a desire to buffer 20 trials of anticipated disturbances. Interestingly, the simulated individual under this condition reached the hunger and thirst limits built into the simulation paradigm, which created some miscalibration in the expected disturbance belief. This finding is the result of the nonlinearity of the hunger and thirst states’ functions, which our simple internal (i.e., mental) models could not handle. Meanwhile, one individual did not exhibit this pursuit-beyond-the-goal behavior, which we could easily produce by setting the expected disturbance weight or learning rate to zero (when initial expected disturbance was zero).

One of the DeShon and Rench participants also exhibited no opportunistic behavior. This we found more difficult to remove from our models behavior. Indeed, the only way to remove opportunistic behavior from the model was to set the initial expected lag to zero. However, this also resulted in the model never choosing food or drink. However, this issue could be resolved by lowering the resolution of the expectancy agents. That is, the expectancy agents processed information at 5 degrees of significance. A less fine-grained resolution more frequently equalized the expectancy component, thus reducing the opportunistic behavior. At the grossest level of resolution the expectancy agent would output only zero (i.e., target cannot be reached) or one (target can be reached), which eliminated the opportunistic behavior. We discuss these findings and other issues in the next section.

Discussion

A sign of the maturity of a science is the degree to which it can formally account for the dynamics of the phenomena in its domain. For decades, organizational behaviorists have been trying to take time and dynamics more seriously, though with little success (Mitchell & James, 2001). Motivation and self-regulation, in particular, are dynamic phenomena that obligate dynamic theories (Dalal & Hulin, 2008; DeShon, 2012; Lord et al., 2010). Vancouver et al. (2010) began to fill the theoretical gap with a dynamic model of multiple-goal pursuit. However, the dynamics of that model were limited to the information and environment with which the
individual interacted. Here, we added a formal description of how persons change, not just the signals passing through them, as they interact with the environment. Moreover, we integrated this description with the MGPM. Together, the theoretical elements represent mechanisms for individuals to develop their own internal representations of the environment that can be used to facilitate self-regulation. We tested the model's behavior with simulations, sensitivity analysis, and experimentation. We also assessed the model against the observations from two published studies. Below, we discuss what further work is needed to assess the current model, to extend the scope of phenomena such a model might address, and to apply the model.

Empirical extensions

As with informal theories, researchers need to test computational models with data (Busemeyer & Diederich, 2010; Davis et al., 2007; Vancouver & Weinhardt, 2012). Typically, this involves assessing the ability of the model to predict the behavior of the entities the model presumably represents, particularly relative to alternative models or explanations. In the case of dynamic models or theories, the predictions can involve trajectories of behavior or the association of variables over time. Relatively little of this type of data exists and we used what we could find (i.e., DeShon & Rench, 2009; Schmidt & DeShon, 2007), but additional data is needed to further assess the model. To motivate that data collection, we describe some protocols that could challenge the model.

Expected lag

One of the central elements of the MGPM not yet tested but further elaborated upon here is the dynamic expectancy and expected lag concepts. In particular, the present model represents change in expectancy beliefs arising somewhat as a function of changes in expected lag, which arise somewhat as a function of change in actual lag and bias perceptions of the passage of time. Although there is some evidence that expectancies play an important role in dynamic, multiple-goal pursuit (e.g., Louro et al., 2007; Schmidt & Dolis, 2009), can change over time, and can be miscalibrated (e.g., Vancouver, Thompson, & Williams, 2001), the notion that the miscalibration is a function of the misperception of the passage of time has not been examined. It would be interesting to develop a protocol whereby participants were in conditions known to affect the perception of the passage of time and see if that affected behavior that was dependent on the level of expected lag belief. For example, Gable and Poole (2012) found that affective experiences during approach motivation influenced perceptions of time. Specifically they found that individuals engaged in approach motivation, particularly during pleasant experiences, perceive time as passing more quickly. Furthermore, in a study on the relationship between visual and temporal perception, Vigo and Zeigler (submitted for publication) found that the structural complexity of a visual stimulus determines time estimates. If some work contexts tend to have these kinds of conditions, one might expect greater miscalibration effects for expected lags and expectancies. More generally, meta-analysis of time perceptions by Block and Zakay (1997) found such perceptions are typically underestimated. Our model implies, and research supports (Roy, Christenfeld, & McKenzie, 2005) the notion that this underestimation problem might be a primary source of the prevalence of overconfidence (Dunning et al., 2004) and the planning fallacy (Buehler, Griffin, & Ross, 1994).

Another interesting study might involve manipulating initial levels of expected lag using a paradigm that would be sensitive to the changing levels of expected lag over time. The model would predict that the initial manipulation might play a role early on, but it would soon cease to matter as the individual learned the lag from interacting with the task. It would also predict that if the conditions that determined lag in a performance environment were different from the conditions in a training environment, misperceptions of expected lag might undermine training transfer (Goldstein & Ford, 2002).

Expected disturbances

The major conceptual contribution of the present model regards learning contextual contingencies (e.g., disturbances) and the notion that what is learned is used during subsequent goal striving. Thus, it would be important to determine if the nature of an individual’s history with disturbances predicts task engagement beyond the goal level (i.e., buffering). That is, if undisturbed, the model would predict engaging in other tasks once the focal task was achieved. On the other hand, the model would predict that participants in a condition where disturbances move a variable away from a goal would engage in behavior beyond the goal. Perhaps most interestingly, the model also predicts that participants in a condition where disturbances move a variable toward a goal are more likely to direct resources elsewhere (i.e., choose other goals). These effects are likely to influence multitasking behavior. For example, if a salesperson is able to predict a coming slump in sales, he or she may aggressively reach out to past customers to buffer against projected future revenue loss. However, if customers are calling in on their own, one might focus on other tasks like learning about a new product.

We also modeled two types of disturbances. In the Schmidt and DeShon (2007) protocol, the disturbances were of one direction, but their occurrence was unpredictable (i.e., there was uncertainty). The learning mechanism we described was able to acquire a reasonable representation of this type of disturbance when the learning rate was low. On the other hand, in the DeShon and Rench (2009) protocol the disturbances were not only in one direction, but completely regular. Interestingly, our model had no trouble representing this disturbance until the variable hit a ceiling. It is not clear if individuals would also have trouble maintaining a belief about the disturbance, developed an understanding of the constraints of the value of the variable, or no longer update understandings about the lag when the limit is hit. These latter two possibilities have been the topic of cognitive models of learning (Anderson, 1995), which might be worth incorporating into the current model. For example, Anderson (1995) describes a simple model where the learning rate is divided by the number of learning trials, meaning that learning rate would drop over time. A question would be how generalizable such a model would be to the kind of learning contexts of interested to applied researchers (i.e., ones where the nature of the environment is constantly capable of changing). For example, Phillipis, Neal, and Vancouver (2012) found a learning rate of 0.5 provided optimal fit with data for a model that represented learning performance capacity. Other contexts suggest learning rates of one (Wang & Arbib, 1993). Further explorations of learning rates for these kinds of models are sorely needed.

One might speculate that the differences in the types of disturbances also accounts for the apparent value the DeShon and Rench (2009) participants placed on the expected disturbance – a value reflected in the high expected disturbance weight needed to account for many of the participants’ goal-pursuit behavior. For their part, DeShon and Rench (2009) were partial to Simon’s (1956) simple rules model of goal-directed behavior as a way to explain the pursuing-beyond-goal behavior. According to Simon, having a rule to collect food and/or drink whenever available might be a simple rule one would use to navigate the environment. Such a rule might be reasonable if (a) states are frequently disturbed from ideal, (b) the opportunities for improving the states were scarce (e.g., food was scarce), and (c) the organism could store excess. Alternatively, the last two conditions might justify a high value for the expected
disturbance weight given the expected disturbances represents the first condition. The problem with this interpretation is that the second condition did not apply in the DeShon and Rench (2009) paradigm. Indeed, given the large expected disturbance weight needed to fit many of the participants’ data, we are inclined to believe that what is more likely is that the lack of costs associated with pursing food or drink accounts for the excessive goal-directed behavior. That is, the value of minima and maxima goals is that resources can be directed elsewhere when the goals are achieved. Moreover, there were no risks associated with goal pursuit (e.g., exposure to predators). Neither of these conditions held (e.g., there was nothing else for particular to do but to pursue food and drink). It would be interesting to examine these notions empirically.

Finally, another classic Simon (1955) paper gave us the clue regarding the level of resolution explanation to the lack of opportunistic behavior problem. Specifically, Simon suggested that individuals apply simple all-or-none payoff rules when making choices. The modeling approach here suggests that this might be the case if information (i.e., stimuli) is fuzzy or it takes work to obtain precise perceptions used in downstream processes. Of course, such speculation requires empirical confirmation.

Theoretical extensions

When Vancouver et al. (2010) introduced the MGPM, they noted that it integrated motivational theories of goal striving and goal choice. Here we added a learning component, providing a link to cognitive computational models of learning and more formally representing processes described in comprehensive theories of human behavior (e.g., social cognitive theory; Bandura, 1986). Regarding the link to computational cognitive models, we have provided a bridge between levels of analysis typically not crossed (cf., Gibson et al., 1997). Regarding the representation of processes in comprehensive theory, we have explicitly added a way to represent changes to the person. Below, we describe how to develop these important contributions further.

Link to cognitive computational models

In recent years, computational modelers have come to believe that computational approaches that cross levels of analysis will be important for moving theorizing forward (Anderson et al., 2004; Boden, 2008). Focusing on models of cognitive processes, Sun, Coward, and Zenzen (2005) described four levels of analysis (i.e., social/cultural; psychological; componential; and physiological). Social/cultural models include models of collective behavior and models of how individual humans interact with their physical and sociocultural environments. Psychological models include models of behaviors, beliefs, emotion, and knowledge. Vancouver (2005) referred to psychological models as system-level theories where humans are the system of interest. Most verbal theories in psychology are at this level. Component or subsystem theories describe how components or subsystems within individuals interact with one another to produce observable psychological phenomena. Finally, physiological theories describe the biological substrate of the process, or what Marr (1982) called the implementation level.

Typically, cognitive models of learning are either component theories or blend component and physiological elements. For example, the delta-learning rule described here is found in animal learning theories (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972), which inspired, in combination with neurology (i.e., the physiological level), component connectionists models (Thomas & McClelland, 2008). The delta-learning rule has also been incorporated in symbolic processing models (e.g., ACT-R, Fu & Anderson, 2006) that are component models, which are developing links to the physiological substrates of behavior (Anderson et al., 2004). Meanwhile, perceptual control theory (PCT; Powers, 1973), which is the basis of the MGPM, is a cybernetic/systems theory (Vancouver, 2000) that crosses social/cultural, psychological, and componential levels. Specifically, PCT includes the social/cultural level by highlighting the influence of the physical and social environment as the feedback loop passes through it. Indeed, the primary functional role of control systems is to dampen or counteract disturbances to variables of interest — disturbances coming from external sources. Moreover, computational models of control systems can include environmental constructs that can affect the actions and stimuli coming from and going into the human, respectively (e.g., Vancouver et al., 2010). Meanwhile, psychological constructs like goals and perceptions are key to understanding human control process (Vancouver et al., 2005). However, the principle level of analysis for control theory is the component level. In particular, PCT describes the possible organization of multiple control sub-systems (i.e., agents) within human systems as well as how this organization can account for various human behavioral phenomena like learning and motivation. However, it also describes learning as a function of system-level error and a person change process that is random. In the model presented here, the error is specific to a subsystem and the change represents a gradient descent toward a minimum error (Anderson, 1995). Meanwhile, until recently cognitive models have tended to ignore feedback processes that extend beyond the human system, focusing more on feedback among the components within the human system.

Linking to comprehensive theories of human behavior

One of the advantages of linking to cognitive computational models of learning is that it facilitates the further integration of cognitive models into more formal representations of comprehensive theories of behavior. That is, in addition to adding learning to a model of goal striving and goal choice, we need to add elements to capture more fully the complexity of human behavior, particularly in complex, dynamic environments like those found in work settings. For example, the modeling scenarios thus far examined involved one-to-one mapping of actions to goals. That is, one and only one behavior or choice positively affects one and only one of the goals sought. In the first instantiation, the expectancies regarding achieving each goal were relevant and used by the choice agent. In the second instantiation, the expectancies regarding each action were relevant and used. However, in many cases, multiple actions might have varying effects, both in terms of sign and degree, on numerous variables relevant to multiple goals. To understand how these conditionalities might be learned and used when self-regulating will require more elaborate modeling and empirical scenarios. We see this as an issue of scaling up the current models, which will likely be facilitated by more fully integrating cognitive models of learning and decision making (e.g., Busemeyer & Johnson, 2008; Vigo and Doan (submitted for publication)), but it is not clear how straightforward this is likely to be.

Indeed, issues like the role of attention and affect during self-regulation are likely to be particularly complex. Fortunately, some issues (e.g., affect) have been approached using more informal theorizing within the self-regulation literature. For example, Carver and Scheier (1990) have speculated that affect arises not from discrepancies per se, but from deviations between predictions of the velocity of discrepancy change and actual velocity. Interestingly, these deviations are what the discrepancies in the expected lag learning agent represents. This is why we suggested emotion might also be an output from this agent (see Fig. 2). A question is then how this signal subsequently influences processes within the individual. If emotion is information (Schwarz, 1990), then we should be able to model how that information is used. Alternatively, most theories of job satisfaction suggest that the attitude,
which has an affective component, is a direct function of discrepancies from values (e.g., Locke, 1976), needs (e.g., Porter, 1962), or other standards that might be modified based on experience (e.g., Hulin, 1991; Thibault & Kelley, 1959). These theories were the basis of a simple model of job satisfaction and well-being that Vancouver and Weinhardt (2012) developed as an example of computational modeling. In that model, the discrepancies themselves, not the difference in anticipated change and observed change, were the source of the affective experience. Finally, the more dynamic affective events theory (Weiss & Cropanzano, 1996) ties affect to events that might frustrate or facilitate goal achievement. However, it is not clear whether the affect arises because the events create changes in discrepancies or changes in the rate of discrepancy reduction that deviate from expected rate (or some other standard). Working out these distinctions computationally and incorporating them into the present model will likely facilitate theory testing given the dynamics and other complexities (i.e., nonlinearities) involved.

Besides elaborating on the current model by incorporating learning, the modeling approach represented here is likely to facilitate theory integration and development more generally. Weinhardt and Vancouver (2012) provide several examples where computational modeling might facilitate understanding in various areas of organization psychology. Here, we focus on examples where the current model of multiple dynamics (i.e., changing person, environment, and behavior) may be especially relevant. In particular, the relatively recent focus on dynamic performance (Sonnetag & Frese, 2012) will require dynamic theories of behavior. Interestingly, in the past, these theories have tended to be either changing-subject or changing-task models (Keil & Cortina, 2001). Given that the model presented here describes changes in both the person and the environment, we agree with Keil and Cortina that these earlier models are likely complementary. Meanwhile, other dynamic processes are likely to be cyclical, which presents certain challenges conceptually (Sonnetag & Frese, 2012), empirically (Hanges & Wang, 2012), and statistically (DeShon, 2012). Computational models are likely to be especially useful conceptually because human’s reasoning about dynamic variables and problems is often incorrect (Cronin, Gonzalez, & Sterman, 2009) and there could be emergent properties within the system that are difficult to account for without simulations of computational theories (Kozlowski, Chao, Grand, Braun, & Kuljanin, 2013).

Indeed, the self-regulation literature includes an example where complex dynamics are likely undermining comprehensive integrative efforts, for which the modeling presented here might provide some reconciliation. Specifically, Bandura, 2012; Bandura & Locke, 2003) and Vancouver (2005, 2012) are debating the role of self-efficacy beliefs within models of human behavior. For Bandura self-efficacy is the central construct determining all motivated behavior. For Vancouver self-efficacy can play a positive, negative, or null role in determining motivated behavior, but often appears to play a positive role because it incorporates knowledge of capabilities obtained from observing past performance and via other spurious effects. Sitzmann and Yeo (2013) addressed this controversy in a recent meta-analysis of longitudinal studies with repeated measures of self-efficacy and performance. The findings indicated that positive correlations between self-efficacy and performance at the between-person level are much more likely to be because of past performances’ influence on self-efficacy than self-efficacy’s influence on performance. Specifically, they found that within-person correlations of self-efficacy lagged behind performance were often positive (i.e., implying self-efficacy positively influences performance) until trend or past performance was controlled. Once these factors were controlled, the effect of self-efficacy on performance was null, though they found evidence of moderators that might make self-efficacy’s influence positive or negative as well.

Although not addressing all the issues regarding self-efficacy (e.g., the negative effects for self-efficacy are presumed to arise when performance feedback is ambiguous or absent [Schmidt & DeShon, 2010; Vancouver, 2005]), our models can shed a great deal of light on Sitzmann and Yeo’s (2013) findings. Specifically, as noted above, expected lag is a central belief influencing expectancies and one’s self-efficacy for task accomplishment. We would also argue that in the first model, expected lag is the essential component of one’s self-efficacy belief regarding scheduling – the subtask to the task of providing schedules for students in the two schools. Moreover, scheduling performance would likely be measured in terms of number of schedules correctly completed, which would be a function of the actual lag in completing schedules. In our model, actual lag was unaffected by motivational processes within the model, and in particular, it was unaffected by expected lag or expectancies. On the other hand, expected lag was a positive function of actual lag, changing as actual lag changed. Thus, our model is consistent with the meta-analytic findings.

Yet, the apparent null effect for self-efficacy (or expected lag) on scheduling performance described above tells, as Bandura (1997) puts it, only half the story. One of the main reasons for the modeling effort engaged in here was to reveal how expectancies beliefs like self-efficacy arise. If these beliefs were of no relevance for motivation or human behavior, it seems that we have been wasting the readers’ time. Yet, these beliefs, our model argues, are used to make decisions regarding goal pursuit. In particular, at the task level (i.e., above the scheduling level), beliefs about the inability to reach the goals (i.e., zero students needing schedules in both schools) leads to the abandonment of one of those goals, undermining performance on that task. This non-spurious, positive effect represents a critical role for self-efficacy beliefs relating to the persistence of behavior (Pinder, 2008). Moreover, recent research (e.g., Vancouver, More, & Yoder, 2008) implicates expectancy and self-efficacy beliefs as positive influences on accepting a goal in the first place. In this way, Bandura’s (1997) foundational role for self-efficacy may still have merit and reconcile with the control theory perspective used here. Moreover, our models provide clues regarding the moderators of the self-efficacy-to-performance relationship (e.g., the level of performance considered; the choice context).

Finally, one can use the modeling approach taken here to understand meso-level phenomena like team processes. We mentioned above that the computational approach we have taken here includes the social/culture level (Sun et al., 2005) by explicitly modeling the individual’s environment. However, the social/culture level also includes models of multiple individuals interacting with each other. This would be a useful extension. In particular, DeShon, Kozlowski, Schmidt, Milner, and Wiechmann (2004) have a theory of team performance based on a conceptual structure similar to ours. In particular, DeShon and colleagues sought to understand

12 Importantly, our simulations reveal that correlating expected lag at time t with actual lag at time t would produce a negative coefficient if examined while expected lag was approaching actual lag from a position of overconfidence (i.e., expected lag was lower than actual lag). This can be seen in the first two-thirds of Fig. 3, where the sign of the trend lines differ between expected and actual lag. On the other hand, this same analysis will give a positive coefficient after expected lag has caught up to actual lag if actual lag is changing because the sign of the trend lines for both expected and actual lag will be the same (see last third of Fig. 3, where both lines are slightly decreasing). We suspect that this latter situation is more common given the protocols used in the primary studies examined by Sitzmann and Yeo (2013). Indeed, this is likely why controlling for trend or past performance generally turned otherwise positive coefficients representing the lagged effect of self-efficacy on performance from positive to null.
how multiple-goals and feedback influence self-regulatory processes at the individual and team level. However, no one has represented the theory computationally, nor does it address mental model formation, which research has shown to be important for team functioning (Bell, Kozlowski, & Blanchard, 2012). Yet, the complexities arising from multiple-goal pursuit at the team level are likely to be substantially more difficult to predict as compared to the single individual.

**Practical applications**

Beyond model testing and extending, there is the issue of application. For example, the description of the development process of expected lag beliefs can inform interventions designed to improve planning (e.g., reduce the planning fallacy). Above we talked about factors that might bias perceptions of the passage of time and how those might result in planning errors, but another aspect of the model is the demarcation used to determine learning events and how that demarcation might interact with time bias and disturbance expectations. Specifically, individuals using more abstract or higher-level events (e.g., the time from inception to acceptance of a paper) are more likely to misperceive lags and subtract away (i.e., overly discount) disturbances or times engaged in off-task activities. On the other hand, those who use more concrete or lower-level events (i.e., subprocesses like the analysis of the data from a study) are likely to not recognize the degree to which off-task events interfere with the ability to combine the subprocesses into a completed project (Bishop & Trout, 2008). Understanding how individuals demarcate tasks and understand the disturbances to them, both directly and via off-task conflicting goals, should improve attempts to mitigate the problem (Lovallo & Kahneman, 2003).

The issue of event demarcation is also relevant during goal striving, not just during planning. This has been most clearly observed in team research, where the halfway point seems a common demarcation point (Gersick, 1988). In particular, teams are more likely to change their approach to the team task if they believe their current pace is insufficient for reaching the goal by the deadline (Gersick, 1989). The halfway point appears to represent a learning event end that is used to determine the team’s pace (i.e., lag) and assess that pace against the time left, as described in the MGPM. Yet, leaders or organizations might want to be more active in determining when teams (or individuals) develop their expected lags and use them in planning or restructuring their approach in the time left.

More generally, adding learning components to models of organizational behavior should help facilitate the development of accurate mental models of the person, team, and context (i.e., capacity and context beliefs; Ford, 1992) by employees, teams, and leaders. Besides improving task and team performance, accurate mental models might mitigate perceptions of injustice. For example, Gilliland and Anderson (2011) note that several elements of injustice perception are based on the acquisition of scarce resources. Specifically, the acquisition of resources beyond need can lead to perceptions of greed (Gilliland & Anderson, 2011). The current model provides an explanation regarding why such acquisition might be motivated (e.g., uncertain disturbances). Alternatively, extensions of the model might support interventions that improve the ability of others to see why someone appears to be acquiring beyond need.

**Conclusion**

Comprehensive theories of human behavior should integrate explanations of action, thinking, learning, and emotion (Vancouver, 2008). Presumably, the field would prefer a formal (i.e., mathematical) and parsimonious theory (Forster, 2000), and specific emphasis on dynamics is likely an important future direction (Kozlowski, 2012). In this paper, we described a computational model based on a simple structural concept to represent the processes (i.e., dynamics) of action, thinking (i.e., decision making), and learning. The parsimony arises from the repetition of the single architecture found in the simple structure. Yet, using this structure, we describe how individuals might choose among goals and actions based on current states of key variables as well as the understandings they construct to predict future states or estimate current states. Via this approach, we seek to move the field beyond static models and verbal theories by formally integrating the promise of computational cognitive modeling, the dynamics of motivation, and the conceptualization of the interaction of person, behavior, and environment.
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**Appendix A**

average disturbance = 1.03
bias = 1
change in rate = 4.8e-006
completed schedule = 1
deadline = 1800
disturb comparator = task states – predicted task states
disturb output = disturb comparator * learning gain
emotion = –lag output
expectancy A comparator = MAX (time output – expectancy A input, 0)
extpectancy A input = expected lag * task A comparator
expectancy A output = expectancy A comparator
expectancy B comparator = MAX (time output – expectancy B input, 0)
extpectancy B input = expected lag * task B comparator
expected disturbance weight = 1
expected disturbances = INTEG (disturb output * learning rate, initial expected disturbances)
extimated lag = INTEG (lag output * learning rate, initial expected lag)
extimated lag in minutes = estimated lag/60
incentive sensitivity = 1
initial expected disturbances = 0
initial expected lag = 30
initial line lengths = 5
initial rate = 0.0212
lag comparator = perception of lag – lag input
lag output = lag comparator * learning gain
learning gain = IF THEN ELSE (schedule comparator <= 0, 1, 0)
learning rate = 0.04
memory of task states = INTEG (IF THEN ELSE (schedule input = 0, 1, 0) * (task states – memory of task states), initial line lengths * 2)
perception of lag = INTEG (TIME STEP * bias – (perception of lag – 1) * IF THEN ELSE (schedule input = 0, 1, 0), 0)
lag input = expected lag
predicted task states = memory of task states + expected disturbances
schedule comparator = IF THEN ELSE (completed
Appendix B

choice agent = (hunger agent + hunger expectancy agent – thirst agent + thirst expectancy agent)
distance to drink = RANDOM UNIFORM (0.1, 0.9, 110)
distance to food = RANDOM UNIFORM (0.1, 0.9, 112)
disturbances = 1
expected lag = 10
goals = 75
hunger = INTEG(obtain food – disturbances – MAX (hunger – 100, 0), 50)
hunger agent = MAX (goals – hunger, 0)
hunger expectancy agent = MAX (resource limit – distance to food + expected lag, 0)

Appendix C

action agent = IF THEN ELSE (distance to target – target goal > 0, (1 – 1/EXP (distance to target + IF THEN ELSE (choice agent > 0, hunger agent, IF THEN ELSE (choice agent < 0, thirst agent, 0)))) * 0.3 + 0.07, 0)
bias = 1
choice agent = INTEG((hunger agent + hunger expectancy agent – thirst agent + thirst expectancy agent) + trial begin – choice agent + reached target, 0)
delayed dist to target = DELAY FIXED (distance to target, 1, 0)
distance to drink = INTEG((RANDOM UNIFORM (0.1, 0.8, 110) – distance to drink) + reached target, RANDOM UNIFORM (0.1, 0.8, 110))
distance to food = INTEG((RANDOM UNIFORM (0.1, 0.8, 112) – distance to food) + reached target, RANDOM UNIFORM (0.1, 0.8, 112))
distance to target = INTEG((IF THEN ELSE (choice agent > 0, distance to food, IF THEN ELSE (choice agent < 0, distance to drink, 0)) – distance to target) * make choice – action agent – IF THEN ELSE (distance to target < 0, distance to target, 0), 0)
disturbances = 0.5
expected disturbance weight = 1
expected disturbances = INTEG(learning agent for disturbances * learning rate, initial expected disturbances)
expected lag = INTEG(learning agent for lag, initial expected lag)
goal = 75
hunger = INTEG(IF THEN ELSE (choice agent > 0, reached target + 20, 0) – disturbances – MAX (hunger – 100, 0), 50)
hunger agent = MAX (goal – (hunger + expected disturbance weight + expected disturbances), 0)
hunger expectancy agent = MAX (resource limit – distance to food + expected lag, 0)
initial expected disturbances = 0
initial expected lag = 1
internal states = hunger + thirst
learning agent for disturbances = (internal states – (memory of states + expected disturbances)) * make choice
learning agent for lag = (perception of lag – expected lag + memory of discrepancy) * reached target
learning rate = 0.04
make choice = DELAY FIXED (trial begin, 1, 0)
memory of discrepancy = INTEG(distance to target + record distance – memory of discrepancy + trial begin, 0)
memory of states = INTEG((internal states – memory of states) * make choice + reached target + 5, 100)
perception of lag = INTEG(bias + TIME STEP – perception of lag + record distance, 0)
reached target = IF THEN ELSE (distance to target <= 0: AND::NOT: delayed dist to target <= 0, 1, 0)
record distance = DELAY FIXED (make choice, 1, 0)
resource limit = 10
target goal = 0
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